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Disclaimer 
  
Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the information presented 
in this book is accurate. However, the reader should understand that the 
information provided does not constitute legal, medical or professional 
advice of any kind.   

�3��-%&-0-8=�8,-7�463(9'8�-7�79440-)(�@%7�-7A�%2(�;-8,398�;%66%28-)7���00�
warranties, express or implied, are hereby disclaimed.  Use of this 
463(9'8�'3278-898)7�%'')48%2')�3*�8,)�@�3��-%&-0-8=A�430-'=���*�=39�(3�
not agree with this policy, you are not permitted to use or distribute this 
product.  

We shall not be liable for any losses or damages whatsoever (including, 
without limitation, consequential loss or damage) directly or indirectly 
arising from the use of this product.  
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Dynamic Six Pack Abs 
 

$39C6)�6)%(-2+�8,-7�6-+,8�23;�&)'%97)�=39C6)�*)(�94�;-8,�8,)�7->)�%2(�
look of your gut, am I right? Well, welcome to Dynamic Six Pack Abs. 

First off, l)8C7�238�79+%6�'3%8�-8��$39�,%:)�833�19',�*%8��=39�(32C8�,%:)�%�
six-4%'/�%2(�=39C6)�7-'/�and tired of it. You want the body of a twenty 
=)%6�30(��%2(�;,3�(3)72C8��$39�;%28�83�',%2+)��!,)�+33(�2);7�-7�8,%8�
=39C:)�'31)�83�8,)�6-+,8�40%')�� 

What =39C6)�+3-2+�83�0)%62�-2�8,-7�&33/�-72C8�+3-2+�83�7,3'/�=39��%2(�-8C7�
not even going to cause you to shout ah-ha! You know why? Because 
you already intuitively 'know' everything in this book. I can 
convincingly say that because your body already knows how to get a six 
4%'/�?�=39C6)�.978�238�0-78)2-2+�83�-8�� 

�32C8�;366=���C1�+3-2+�83�6)1-2(�=39�,3;�83�+)8�8,%8�&3(=�=39C:)�
%0;%=7�;%28)(���C1�+3-2+�83�()'-4,)6�=396�&3(=C7�'3()7�*36�=39�73�8,%8�
you never mistake them again.  

Think that sounds crazy? Your body talks to you all the time. When 
=39C6)�,92+6=��=396�&3(=�-7�8)00-2+�=39�83�)%8��#,)2�=39C6)�8,-678=��=our 
&3(=C7�8)00-2+�=39�83�(6-2/��!,)�463&0)1�-7�8,%8�396�;360(�-7�.978�833�
noisy to listen to our bodies, and besides, the pizza delivery man is going 
83�&)�,)6)�-2�8;)28=�1-298)7���3�=39�+)8�;,%8��C1�7%=-2+� 

You know how to get a six pack, but your lack of motivation coupled 
with our lack of healthy eating habits has prevented you from getting 
that body you covet so badly. 
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You will have that body. But have you ever wondered why you want 
that body so badly in the first place? 

��#������������� ����
�!�	��� 
 

Six packs are the thing to have, according to the media, the fitness 
industry, and every other industry that has to do with reaching out to the 
masses. And we have come to expect six packs from those industries. 

When we at home see someone on TV take their 7,-68�3**��%2(�8,)=�(32C8�
,%:)�%�7-<�4%'/��-8C7�238�92'31132�*36�%8�0)%78�32)�4)6732�-2�8,)�6331�83�
7%=��@�;�A�!,%8�,%44)27�%00�8,)�8-1)��%2(�1378�3*�8,)�8-1)�8,)�4)6732�
7%=-2+�-8�(3)72C8�):)2�,%:)�%�7-<�4%'/� 

The point is that the media, the TV, movies, magazines, and everything 
)07)�8,%8C7�()7-+2)(�*36�1%77�'3279148-32��-7�7/);-2+�396�:-);7�*36�
;,%8C7�2361%0�-2�396�73'-)8=�� 

If we listened to the media, everyone on the planet would be weak and 
-2*)6-36��#,=���)'%97)�1378�4)340)�(32C8�,%:)�7-<�4%'/�%&7���32C8�
believe me? Think of how the media portrays people of power or 
influence. They almost always have a six pack. 

!%6>%2�,%(�%�7-<�4%'/��):)6=�;%66-36�-2�8,)�13:-)�B	��C�,%(�%�7-<�4%'/�
and even the Twilight movies show six pack abs almost completely 
throu+,398���2(�8,%8C7�.978�'3928-2+�8,)�1)2���3;%(%=7�-8C7�238�
uncommon for women celebrities to sport a six pack, too. 

!,%8C7�&)'%97)�7-<�4%'/7�7-+2-*=�43;)6��7)<-2)77�%2(�396�1)(-%�-7�0)88-2+�
97�/23;�8,%8�,%:-2+�8,)1�1)%27�8,%8�;)C6)�74)'-%0��#)C6)�238�.978�
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'31132��;)C6)�731)32)�83�&)�6)74)'8)(��!,%8�-7�,3;�8,)�1)(-%�()4-'87�
people with six pack abs. 

But the truth is, having a six pack is healthy, too. 

��#��������or Your Health 
 

Having a six pack means you have strong abdominal muscles. When you 
strengthen those muscles, you essentially help your back perform better. 
$39�;-00�7-8�94�786%-+,8)6��=39�;-00�;%0/�786%-+,8)6��%2(�=39C00�,%:)�
fewer, if any, back problems in the future.  

If you have a bad back, and you follow the information in this eBook, 
your back p%-2�'390(�0-8)6%00=�(-7%44)%6���8C7�%1%>-2+�,3;�+)88-2+�-2�
shape can cure many of our ailments.  

The fact is, having just a little bit of fat on your midsection can make 
you susceptible to sickness and disease. When you get your six pack, 
you will feel hea08,=�*36�8,)�*-678�8-1)�-2�%�032+�8-1)��$39C00�*-2(�8,%8�
=39�+)8�7-'/�0)77�3*8)2��-*�=39�+)8�7-'/�%8�%00��%2(�=39C00�,%:)�%2�)%7-)6�
time warding off certain diseases like cancer. 

But probably the most important aspect of getting a six pack is that it has 
such a great effect on your attitude and overall mental health. There are 
a record number of people suffering from depression in this world. 
#)C6)�%073�+)88-2+�*%88)6�&=�8,)�=)%6���390(�8,)�8;3�&)�-28)68;-2)(����
know when I gain a few pounds I feel pretty bad��!,)�;360(�-72C8�.978�
+%-2-2+�%�*);�4392(7��,3;):)6��-8C7�*%'-2+�3&)7-8=�32�%2�)4-()1-'�0):)0�� 
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 3�-8C7�23�;32()6�8,)�;360(�-7�()46)77)(���*�=39�*))0�(3;2�136)�8-1)7�
than you feel good, you just might be able to get out of your funk by 
finally attaining a six pack.  

#,-0)��C1�238�7%=-2+�8,%8�,%:-2+�%�7-<�4%'/�;-00�'96)�1)28%0�-002)77��238�
&=�%2=�1)%27���C1�1)6)0=�7%=-2+�8,%8�,%:-2+�%�7-<�4%'/�;-00�-1463:)�
your outlook on life exponentially. 

Get Noticed 
 

Having a six pack will also get you noticed. It used to be the fit people 
outnumbered the larger people of society, but boy have times changed. 
These days the world is much larger than it was ten or fifteen years ago, 
and by that I mean the people are larger. Airlines are charging more for 
people of a bigg)6�7->)��%2(�8,)=C6)�):)2�6)*97-2+�83�0)8�731)�3&)7)�
passengers on the plane altogether. 

Clothes sizes are getting bigger, too. We are just becoming a larger 
73'-)8=�� 3�;,)2�=39�6)%',�=396�+3%0�3*�%�6-44)(�1-(7)'8-32��=39C00�
actually stand out just like a 13:-)�78%6��!,%8C7�&)'%97)�7-<�4%'/7�%6)�73�
92'31132��8,)=C6)�%'89%00=�7,3'/-2+�;,)2�8,)=C6)�%'89%00=�7))2�-2�
person. 

!,)�8,-2+�=39�,%:)�83�%7/�=3967)0*�-7��@�6)�=39�6)%(=�*36�8,%8�A�#,%8���
1)%2�-7��1378�4)340)�(32C8�0-/)�83�&)�8,)�')28)6�3*�%88)28-32��!,ey like to 
&0)2(�-2�;-8,�38,)6�4)340)���2(�8,%8C7�)77)28-%00=�;,=�1378�4)340)�+)8�
bigger. They like to fit in and so subconsciously they eat more to 
%''3113(%8)�8,)�38,)6�4)6732��36�4)340)�-2�8,)-6�0-*)��!,%8C7�;,=�
spouses gain weight together, or best fri)2(7���2(�-8C7�;,=�8,)=�8)00�=39�
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8,%8�-*�=39�;%28�83�037)�;)-+,8��=39�7,390(2C8�,%2+�398�;-8,�3:)6;)-+,8�
people. 

Whether you believe that or not, you must let your body know that 
=39C6)�'3140)8)0=�'31*368%&0)�;-8,�*-2%00=�+)88-2+�*-8��;-8,�*-2%00=�
getting %�7-<�4%'/���)'%97)�=396�&3(=��238�8,-2/-2+�=39C6)�6)%(=��;-00�
86=�83�7%&38%+)�=39���98�-*�=39�0)8�=396�&3(=�/23;�=39C6)�6)%(=��=39C00�
*-2(�037-2+�8,%8�)<')77�*%8�)%7-)6�8,%2�=39�8,39+,8�-8C(�&)� 
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�������#��������������� 
 

�7�=39C:)�463&%&0=�238-')(��8,-7�)�33/�-72C8�0-/)�38,)6�7-<�4%'/�%&7�
books. Those books start off right away with diet plans and exercises. 
!,-7�&33/�-7�(-**)6)28�-2�8,%8�%00�3*�8,37)�(-)87�%2(�)<)6'-7)7�;32C8�+-:)�
=39�%�7-<�4%'/�920)77�=39C6)�6)%(=�83�0)8�8,)1�;36/�� 

#,%8�=39C6)�+3-2+�83 get with this eBook is everything you need to get 
8,)�7-<�4%'/�=39C:)�%0;%=7�;%28)(���)%(�-8�8,639+,�83�8,)�)2(�%2(�=39C00�
never have to turn to another source again. 

$39�;-00�*-2(�(-)8�%2(�)<)6'-7)�789**�-2�,)6)��833��&98�8,)=C6)�238�8-00�8,)�
end so you can relax just a little while longer. 

Why Do You Want Them? 
 

�C:)�'3:)6)(�8,)�&)2)*-87�3*�,%:-2+�78632+�%&7��%2(�;,=�8,)=C6)�73�
important to society, but why are they important to you? Have you really 
thought about that? Why do you want to get cut, ripped, have a six pack, 
have a washboard stomach, or whatever you call it? What is your 
motivation? 

 

Your Motivation Has to be Strong 
 

If you merely want to get a six pack so that you can get a certain girl or 
+9=�83�238-')�=39��8,%8C7�238�)239+,�83�7978%-2�=39�throughout your 
transformation process. 
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�2(�8,%8C7�)77)28-%00=�;,%8�8,-7�-7��$39�%6)�+3-2+�83�&)�+3-2+�8,639+,�%�
86%27*361%8-32��%�1)8%1364,37-7���:)2�-*�=39C6)�32)�3*�8,37)�4)340)�
;,3�%6)�B7/-22=�*%8C��=39�%6)�78-00�+3-2+�83�,%:)�83�',%2+)�=396�'966)28�
bo(=�-283�%�78632+)6��*-88)6�32)��!,)6)C7�23�;%=�%6392(�-8��!,%8C7�,3;�83�
attain a six pack. 

Hey, nobody said it was going to be easy. If it was easy, everyone would 
,%:)�%�7-<�4%'/���98�8,)=�(32C8��(3�8,)=��$39�;-00��,3;):)6��%7�032+�%7�
you listen to what I say and follow through with it. 

!,)�*-678�8,-2+�=39C6)�+3-2+�83�2))(�%6)�+3%07��#)�%00�/23;�8,%8�=396�
1%-2�+3%0�-7�83�+)8�%�7-<�4%'/���98�=39�'%2C8�.978�8)00�=3967)0*�=39�;%28�%�
six pack, shoot for it and expect to maintain enough momentum to get 
you through to the end.  

!,)�8698,�-7��=39C6)�+3-2+�83�&962�398�,%0*;%=�8,639+,��6-+,8�&)*36)�=39�
6)%',�=396�+3%0��%2(�=39C6)�+3-2+�83�59-8����7%=�8,%8�&)'%97)�8,%8C7�;,%8�
1378�4)340)�(3��!,)=C00�&)�(3-2+�+6)%8�%2(�8,)2�8,)=C00�,-8�%�40%8)%9�36�
8,)=C00�*%00�3**�8,)�;%+32��%2(�8,)=C00�8,-2/��@�,�7'6);�-8�A�%2(�8,)=C00�
():396�%2�)28-6)�4->>%�&=�8,)17)0:)7���C:)�(32)�-8���C:)�&))2�8,)6)� 

For that reason, you need to set smaller goals so that you can feel good 
about reaching them. You may pledge yourself to lose inches off your 
waist, to lose pounds, to do a certain amount of exercises, or anything 
that will keep you motivated throughout the process. 

��&)8�=39C6)�8,-2/-2+�83�=3967)0*��@�3;�032+�-7�8,-7�+3-2+�83�8%/)�A���
'%2C8�%27;)6�8,%8���2(�2)-8,)6�'%2�=39���20=�=396�body can. It could 
take two weeks, it could take two years. The point is that you have to 
6)1%-2�'327-78)28�%2(�=39�'%2C8�+-:)�94��$39�,%:)�83�/))4�409++-2+�
away, even when people, or you, try to sabotage your results. 
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#,)2�8,%8�,%44)27��%2(�-8�;-00��=39C0l need a safety net. 

Safety Net 
 

�8�2):)6�*%-07��!,)�131)28�=39�()'-()�=39C6)�+3-2+�83�*-2%00=�(3�
something about your weight/midsection/health, etc., someone always 
-2:-8)7�=39�398�83�)%8�36�398�83�%�4%68=���8C7�%8�8,)7)�4%68-)7�8,%8�8,)�*33(�
is usually abundant, and so are the drinks. This is no good at all for the 
person who ten minutes ago pledged to finally get his eating back on 
track. 

�98�(32C8�;366=��=39�'%2�+9%6(�%+%-278�8,)7)�3&78%'0)7��36�&9147�-2�8,)�
road as I like to call them, by keeping reminders of your goals on you at 
all times. Keep an index card with your goals written on it in your wallet 
*36�;,)2�=39C6)�8)148)(�83�786%=��36�/))4�%�4,383�8,%8�138-:%8)7�=39�-2�
your wallet, or use your phone to motivate you. Smartphones these days 
will let you view photos, listen to audio, watch videos and they even 
have apps that can be used to really keep you on track. You just have to 
want it badly enough. 

�2(�8,%8C7�;,=�=396�138-:%8-32�1978�&)�59)78-32)(��%2(�786)2+8,)2)(��-*�
you ever hope to achieve the body of your dreams. 

 

You Will Still Be the Same Person! 
 

Finally, a note on how a six pack will change you. It will give you a 
better attitude and a better outlook on life, and it will definitely give you 
&)88)6�7)0*�)78))1��&98�-8C7�238�0-/)�;-22-2+�8,) lottery. 
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Some people dream of the day they reach their ideal body. They begin to 
imagine all sorts of doors of opportunity opening up for them.  

$39C6)�78-00�+3-2+�83�&)�8,)�7%1)�4)6732��320=�*-88)6�� 

$39C6)�78-00�+3-2+�83�(6-:)�8,)�7%1)�'%6��0-:)�-2�8,)�same 
,397)�%4%681)28��%2(�=39C00�78-00�,%:)�8,)�7%1)�463&0)17�=39�,%(�;,)2�
your belly was soft.  

Getting a six pack can improve your life, but you should never expect 
reaching this goal to fix your life.  
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Why Six Packs Elude Most People 
 

Most people are Fat 
 

�378�4)340)�(32C8�,%:)�%�7-<�4%'/��%2(�8,%8C7�3&:-397���:)6=�,30-(%=�;)�
hold, no matter your religion, typically revolves around food. And when 
8,)6)C7�%&92(%28�*33(��8,)6)C7�979%00=�%0'3,30��833���8C7�23�;32()6�396�
society is so gluttonous. 

But it may be more than just the availability of food. The Italians also 
')0)&6%8)�;-8,�*33(��&98�8,)=C6)�238�/23;2�83�&)�%�:)6=�3:)6;)-+,8�
culture. What could be causing us all to gain weight? And what could be 
holding you back from your dreams of attaining a six pack? 

A moment ago I mentioned that the world is getting increasingly 
depressed as they get fatter. Some scientists think that putting on weight 
-7�32)�3*�396�&3(=C7�()*)27)�1)',%2-717�� 

Some studies have concluded that children who are sexually abused gain 
weight as they grow so as to hide their bodies. The fat they put on 
essentially acts as a buffer between them and the rest of the world.  

This may sound like a lot of psychosomatic mumbo jumbo but lots of 
studies have proven its relevancy. What we think and how we feel 
affects how our bodies change and develop. By relaxing and telling your 
&3(=�8,%8�=39�6)%00=�;%28�83�%',-):)�8,-7�+3%0��=39C00�&)�136)�0-/)0=�83�
reach it once and for all. 
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Alcohol 
 

And now, a word about alcohol: when I first started on my quest to 
attain a six pack, I looked everywhere online for advice on whether or 
not I could still drink and get fit at the same time. 

I found people who said absolutely not! Alcohol is horrible for weight 
loss. These people told me through the many web pages I viewed that 
your body will need to burn off all the alcohol before it can get to work 
on your fat stores. 

These individuals said that alcohol slows down your metabolism and 
8,%8�-8C7�%�83<-2�8,%8�'%97)7�=396�&3(=�83�&)'31)�(),=(6%8)(��;,-',�-7�
the ex%'8�34437-8)�3*�;,%8�=39�2))(�-*�=39C6)�033/-2+�83�037)�;)-+,8� 

So I clicked off of those websites and started reading those sites where 
people decided that you could drink and still lose. Guess what I found. 

!,)�7-8)7�8,%8�830(�1)���'390(2C8�(6-2/�%00�'%1e from individuals who 
were either fitness experts, or had lost a bunch of weight recently. 

The sites that told me I could drink were usually on forums where 
4)340)�;)6)�78-00�32�8,)-6�B*-82)77�.3962)=7C���2�38,)6�;36(7��8,)�32)7�
;,3�(-(2C8�(6-2/�1%()�-8��and the ones who did are still struggling with 
it. 

Listen, having a beer or two on the weekends, or a glass of wine, or a 
+0%77�3*�%0'3,30��-72C8�+3-2+�83�/-00�=39���8C7�238�+3-2+�83�7%&38%+)�=396�
results. But you cannot binge drink, you cannot drink every day and you 
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'%2C8�*-00�=396�+0%77�83�8,)�:)6=�834�%2(�7%=�8,%8�-8C7�32)�(6-2/���)�7)6-397�
%&398�=396�)**3687��%2(�=39C00�+)8�7)6-397�6)79087� 

Not only is alcohol burned first before your body reaches for your fat 
stores, but alcohol numbs your stomach. Th%8C7�;,=�(6-:)�8,639+,�
restaurants make a killing at two in the morning when the bars and clubs 
let out. Because all those drunk people are STARVING! 

�8C7�%�*%'8��%0'3,30�;-00�1%/)�=39�,92+6=���98�-8C7�%�*%/)�,92+)6��%2(�-*�
you drink and eat late at night, 8,37)�'%036-)7�%6)2C8�+3-2+�%2=;,)6)�&98�
6-+,8�32�=396�+98��8,)�:)6=�40%')�32�=396�&3(=�8,%8�;)C6)�86=-2+�83�
reduce. 

What Have You Tried Before? 
 

Have you tried other programs/pills/potions/gadgets before? If so, you 
probably feel as though you wasted you6�132)=��(32C8�=39���98�;,%8�-*�
I told you that everything you spent your money on probably worked? 
#,%8�-*���830(�=39�8,)�463&0)1�;%72C8�8,)�+%(+)8�=39�&39+,8��8,)�438-32�
you tried or the pills you took in your attempts to get a six pack? What if 
I told you the problem was you? 

Infomercials 
 

Infomercials are geniuses at making us pick up the phone or log on with 
396�'6)(-8�'%6(7�+6-44)(�-2�396�+6))(=�0-880)�,%2(7��!,)=C00�40%=�8,)-6�
*-82)77�'311)6'-%07�%8�8,6))�-2�8,)�1362-2+��"79%00=�-8C7�6-+,8�%*8)6�
=39Cve gorged an entire bucket of ice cream or an entire box of cookies.  
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!,)7)�463+6%17�4631-7)�8,%8�=39C00�+)8�*-8�-2�7-<8=�(%=7���6�8,%8�=39C00�
drop twenty pounds in two weeks! 

While the products may not work that well, they probably do work. You 
.978�(-(2Ct have the follow through or the plan in place that enabled 
those products to work. 

�98��C1�,)6)�83�8)00�=39�6-+,8�23;�8,%8�=39�(32C8�2))(�%2=8,-2+�83�+)8�7-<�
4%'/�%&7��$39�(32C8�2))(�%�1%',-2)��=39�(32C8�2))(�(69+7��%2(�=39�
')68%-20=�(32C8�2))(�%2=�(-7+97ting drinks. All you need is knowledge 
and motivation. 

 3�7%:)�=396�132)=���32C8�&9=�*631�8,)�-2*31)6'-%07�%8�8;3�-2�8,)�
1362-2+���32C8�&9=�*631�1%+%>-2)7��(32C8�'0-'/�32�0-2/7�%2(�&9=�3**�8,)�
-28)62)8�%2(�')68%-20=�(32C8�&9=�%2=�463(9'87�*631�=396�03'%0�+rocery or 
super store. 

$39�(32C8�2))(�8,)1���*�=39�;%28�83�8%/)�%�79440)1)28��8%/)�%�1908--
:-8%1-2���8,)6�8,%2�8,%8��=39�.978�2))(�83�)%8�6)%0�*33(��!,%8C7�8,)�86-'/�
83�+)88-2+�%�7-<�4%'/���8C7��
-90% diet. 

 

Diets 
 

��/23;�;,%8�=39C6)�8,-2/-2+��!,)�131)28�=ou see the word diet you 
immediately close your mind. The word diet invokes memories of 
78%6:%8-32�%2(�9240)%7%282)77���8C7�238�%�2-')�;36(�� 

�98���(32C8�1)%2�(-)87�;,)6)�%00�=39�)%8�-7�)++7�36�786%;&)66-)7�36�
%2=8,-2+�0-/)�8,%8���C1�8%0/-2+�%&398�6)%0�*33(��!,%8C7�-8���%8�0)%2�1)%87��
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healthy vegetables, good carbohydrates (brown rice, wheat bread, 
oatmeal, etc.), eat lots of fruit and drink plenty of water.  

!,%8C7�-8��!,%8�(3)72C8�7392(�,%6(��(3)7�-8��!,)�(-)87�;,)6)�=39�6)786-'8�
yourself too much are doomed to failure. And even if you do stick with 
8,)1��8,)=C6)�:)6=�92,)%08,=�� 

Let me tell you a story. When I was eighteen, I worked at a grocery store 
as a bagger. A woman had some sandbags that she needed carried out to 
her car for her. So, being the good employee I was, I wheeled that cart 
carrying two one hundred pound bags of sand across the parking lot to 
her car and waited as she opened the door. I then put my arms around 
32)�3*�8,)�&%+7�%2(?238,-2+����'390(2C8�0-*8�-8� 

See, I was on this diet at the time where I ate half of everything on my 
plate. Then, when I hit a plateau, I ate half of that. It got to the point that 
I was basically anorexic. I was so thin I had eaten away all my muscle. 

�32C8�*3003;�-2�1=�*33878)47���)0-):)�-8�36�238��=39�,%:)�83�)at to lose 
weight. You just have to eat the right foods at the right times and at the 
right amounts.  

All you need to know in order to lose that gut and finally be able to see 
your abs is to eat less, exercise more and refrain from drinking alcohol 
until y39C:)�%8�0)%78�6)%',)(�=396�+3%0��!,%8C7�-8��!,%8C7�%00�=39�2))(�83�
know. 

�378�4)340)�%6)�033/-2+�*36�8,%8�1%+-'�4-00��!,%8�8)61�B1%+-'�4-00C����
,%8)�83�97)�-8�&)'%97)�-8C7�97)(�73�3*8)2���98�-8�4)6*)'80=�()7'6-&)7�;,%8�
people are looking for in their quests to lose weight. 
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�8C7�238�)%7=���2�*%'8��-8�'%2�&)�(3;26-+,8�,%6(�%8�8-1)7���98�=39�/23;�
;,%8���378�4)340)�;390(2C8�/23;�&)'%97)�8,)=�59-8�46)1%896)0=��
before the plan their on even has time to produce any action. 

!,%8C7�&)'%97)�1378�4)340)�,%:)�23�4%8-)nce. 

 

	��������������"������	���������#���� ����" 
 

It seems the day the microwave was invented, our society lost all 
1)%2-2+�*36�8,%8�0-880)�:-689)�;)�'%00�4%8-)2')���32C8�&)0-):)�1)���3;�
many things have you pulled out of the microwave before it actually 
reached zero? How many times have you seen the microwave show the 
291&)6�	�36�):)2���-278)%(�3*�8,)�8-1)���2)�7)'32(��$39�'390(2C8�):)2�
wait one second for your food or soup to be done? 

That behavior right there is how our society now operates. We have 
become accustomed to getting information right now, when we need it. 
We can order something online from a completely different country and 
have it delivered the next day to our doorsteps. We can pick up our cell 
phones and instantly talk to a relative in another state, check movie 
times, or even trade stocks. 

We live in an instant, microwave society where we want it and we want 
it now, whatever that it might be. We have no patience, and that right 
there is the one reason why most people fail to reach their fitness goals. 
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The Passing of Time 
 

Listen up, because this is going to be the best advice anyone can ever 
+-:)�=39�;,)2�=39C6)�86=-2+�83�037)�*%8�%2(�+%-2�197'0)���-+,8�23;�
=39C6)�86=-2+�83�786-4�%;%=�8,)�*%8�%6392(�=396�1-(7)'8-32�73�8,%8�=39�
can finally see the rippling muscle underneath. The problem is that you 
'%2C8�7438�6)(9')��#,%8�8,%8�1)%27�-7�=39�'%2C8�.978�7,)(�*%8�*631�=396�
midsection. You have to do it slowly and it has to come from all over 
your body, like in sheets. 

!,)6)*36)��-*�=39�/23;�-8C7�going to take some time, the best advice you 
;-00�):)6�,)%6�-7�83�*36+)8�;,%8�=39C6)�(3-2+��!,%8C7�6-+,8��$39�'%2�1%6/�
the day you started so that you can have a good reference, but your best 
&)8�-7�83�*36+)8�=39C6)�):)2�86=-2+�83�'3140)8)�731)8,-2+���978�
incorporate good eating habits and some exercises into your normal 
6398-2)��!,%8C7�;,)2�=39C6)�+3-2+�83�033/�94�32)�(%=�%2(�7))�=396�%&7�
poking through. If you can forget about it, the days will pass quicker, 
and the results will appear to come faster. 

Generally it takes twice the amount of time for fat to melt away as it 
833/�83�4%'/�-8�32�� 3�-*�=39�+%-2)(�8;)28=�4392(7�-2�8,6))�1328,7��-8C7�
generally going to take you six months to lose those twenty pounds. Of 
'3967)�8,-7�-72C8�7'-)28-*-'�&98�-8�'%2�,)04 you prepare your mind for just 
how long your efforts are likely to take. 

�*�=39�'%2�.978�/))4�)%8-2+�6-+,8�%2(�(3-2+�8,)�)<)6'-7)7��C1�+3-2+�83�8)00�
=39�%&398��=39C00�238-')�=396�;%-78�7,6-2/-2+�%2(�8,%8�7-<�4%'/�43/-2+�
through before you know it. 
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Why Most People Gain it Back 
 

!3�037)�;)-+,8�%2(�+)8�%�7-<�4%'/��=39C6)�+3-2+�83�,%:)�83�',%2+)�=396�
lifestyle. The problem is that most people go right back to their original 
lifestyles the moment they lose the weight. The result? They gain it all 
back and then some. 

 

Why does this happen? 
 

Mostly it happens because the person is so overcome with confidence 
that they start hitting the social scene. They are out showing off and 
,%:-2+�%�+33(�8-1)��&98�8,)=C6)�%073�0-/)0=�(6-2/-2+�%8�8,)�&%67�%2(�'09&7��
and then eating when the alcohol makes them hungry.  

Some people get into a relationship that always seems to help people 
pack on the pounds. It may be due to one or the other getting 
'31*368%&0)��&98�1378�0-/)0=�-8C7�(9)�83�8,)�*%'8�8,%8�1378�(%8)7�6):30:)�
around food and/or alcohol, so you run into the same scenario as above. 
!,)�136)�=39�)%8��%2(�8,)�136)�=39�(6-2/��8,)�136)�;)-+,8�=39C6)�+3-2+�
to gain. 

 

Fat Point 
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Some experts claim that we have a fat point. For instance, if you are 
twenty pounds overweight and you lose that twenty pounds, according to 
some scientists you are more likely to gain that twenty pounds back 
because your body has become accustomed to it. That twenty pounds 
overweight is your fat point. 

These same scientists also claim that you can change your fat point. To 
do this, you must lose the weight and then keep it off for a good amount 
of time. This could be six months, it could be a couple of years. But they 
7%=�8,%8�-*�=39�'%2�1%-28%-2�=396�;)-+,8�0377��=39C00�,%:)�%�0)77�',%2')�
of ever gaining it back. 

�96�&3(-)7�+%-2�%2(�037)�;)-+,8�&)'%97)�8,)=C6)�()7-+2)(�83�(3�8,%8�*36�
particular reasons. More weight will insulate us against the cold when 
;)C6)�-2�8,37)�'0-1%8)7��%2(�0)77�;)-+,8�;-00�%003;�97�83�78%:)�3**�8,)�
heat in the warmer climates. However, sometimes weight gain can be 
%886-&98)(�83�47=',303+-'%0�6)%7327���:)6�,)%6(�3*�8,)�8)61�B)138-32%0�
)%8-2+C��!,%8C7�;,)2�731)32)�+36+)7�8,)17)0:)7�;-8,�731)�7-2*90�86)%8�
&)'%97)�8,)=C6)�947)8�� 

Something or someone has hurt them badly and it just feels good to 
'32791)�0%6+)�4368-327�3*�*33(�8,%8�=39C6)�238�794437)(�83�,%:)���%6)0=�
(3�4)340)�(3�8,-7�32�*69-8�36�:)+)8%&0)7���8C7�979%00=�-')�'6)%1�36�4->>%�� 

The point is that you have to deal with any stress or emotional problems 
=39C6)�+3-2+�8,639+,�73�8,%8�=39�(32C8�,%:)�32)�3*�8,)7)�+9-08-ridden 
&-2+)�*)787�(9)�83�=396�*))0-2+�&09)��!6978�1)��-8C00�,)04�=396�)**3687� 

 

Gadgets Gather Dust  
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Another reason most people gain the weight back is because they 
&)'31)�0)77�%'8-:)��!,)=�78%68�83�8,-2/��@�)=��I reached my goal. I can 
70%'/�3**�%�0-880)�A� 332��8,%8�0-880)�&)'31)7�70%'/-2+�3**�%�038�%2(�8,)�
weight comes back on. The weight machines or cardio equipment that 
they used to get their six packs gather dust in the corner of the bedroom 
and sometimes th)=C6)�):)2�97)(�*36�,%2+-2+�'038,)7� 

�8C7�:)6=�-14368%28��-*�=39�;%28�83�1%-28%-2�=396�6)79087�%2(�6)7)8�=396�
fat point, that you change your lifestyle and stick to that lifestyle even 
%*8)6�=39C:)�79''))()(���8C7�8,)�320=�;%=�83�1%/)�=396�)**3687�
worthwhile. 

Changing Your Lifestyle 
 

�,%2+-2+�=396�0-*)78=0)�7392(7�(-**-'908�&98�-8C7�6)%00=�238���978�)%8�0)77�
and exercise more. When eating, use smaller plates. When eating out, 
320=�)%8�8,)�7-2+0)�4368-32�7->)7�%2(�8%/)�8,)�6)78�,31)�83�)%8�0%8)6���32C8�
count calories, learn to eye the correct portion sizes of the foods you eat, 
%2(�/))4�=396�.92/�*33(�83�%�1-2-191��!,%8C7�-8��!,%8C7�%00�8,)6)�-7�83�
',%2+-2+�=396�0-*)78=0)���2(�(3�8,)�)<)6'-7)7��;,-',�;)C00�+)8�83�2)<8� 

 

Learn to Know Your Limit 
 

To get a six 4%'/��=39�,%:)�83�)%8�73�8,%8�=39C6)�320=�7%8-7*-)(��$39�'%2C8�
)%8�928-0�=39C6)�*900��!,)�+)2)6%0�690)�*36�+%-2-2+�%2(�037-2+�;)-+,8�-7��-*�
=39C6)�86=-2+�83�037)�;)-+,8��=39�7,390(�0)%:)�8,)�8%&0)�0)%:-2+�.978�%�
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0-880)�&-+�,92+6=���*�=39C6)�86=-2+�83�+%-2�weight, you should fill up as 
much as possible.  

�&:-3970=�;)C6)�238�86=-2+�83�+%-2�;)-+,8��73�0)%:)�8,)�8%&0)�%�0-880)�
,92+6=��$396�7831%',�;-00�7,6-2/�):)289%00=�%2(�7332�=39C00�+)8�97)(�83�
eating smaller portions. And your waist will begin to shrink in the 
process. 

�)1)1&)6�8,%8�*33(�-7�*9)0���8C7�%073�-14368%28�83�'327-()6�8,)�8=4)�3*�
*9)0�=39C6)�4988-2+�-283�=396�&3(=C7�8%2/���6)1-91�*9)0�;-00�+-:)�=39�*%6�
more energy, while sub-standard fuel might fill the tank but not give you 
much to go on. 

If you c%2�6)1)1&)6�8,%8��=39C00�6)1)1&)6�238�83�789**�-8�-283�=396�*%')�
0-/)�=39C6)�78%6:-2+��$39C6)�238�78%6:-2+��=39C6)�.978�,92+6=���))(�
=3967)0*�928-0�=39C6)�238�,92+6=�%2=136)�%2(�8,)2�7834�)%8-2+���8C7�%7�
simple as that. 

 

Drink Water 
 

Another thing to remember is that you need to drink a lot of water. You 
can drink low calorie drinks like iced tea or Chrystal Light, just make 
796)�=39C6)�/))4-2+�=3967)0*�%7�,=(6%8)(�%7�4377-&0)��!,)�136)�=39�
(6-2/��8,)�136)�*%8�=39C00�037)�%2(�8,)�*900)6�=39C00�*))0��833���7 an added 
&3297��136)�;%8)6�;-00�-1463:)�8,)�033/�3*�=396�7/-2�%2(�=39C00�*))0�
better, too.  

�)1)1&)6��;)C6)�1%()�94�3*�����;%8)6���6-2/�%�038�3*�-8��$396�&3(=�
needs it. 
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The Exercises 
 

#,)2�-8�'31)7�83�8,)�)<)6'-7)7��8,)�291&)6�32)�690)�-7�8,%8�=39�(32Ct 
need to spend money. Turn the infomercials off! All you need is a floor 
%2(�=396�&3(=���*�=39�;%28�83�+)8�%2�%&�&%00��8,%8C7�����&98�8,%8C7�-8��!,)�
ab ball can actually help you target your abs really well, but you can do 
the same exercises on the floor. 

 

Cardio 
 

Crunches and sit-ups are not going to get your abdominals showing 
through unless you get rid of the fat covering them. To remove that fat, 
=39C6)�+3-2+�83�,%:)�83�(3�731)�'%6(-3�;36/���32C8�;366=���C1�238�
asking you to go run a marathon, or climb a rock wall or anything.  

To get adequate exercise for losing weight, go for a walk. Stroll around 
the block. Take the stairs. Ask a friend to walk with you to the store 
instead of taking the car. Shoot for thirty minutes and then go for more 
time once you get more comfortable with it. Or you could run if you 
really want to maximize your results. 

!,)�,-+,)6�=39�'%2�+)8�=396�,)%68�4914-2+��8,)�136)�*%8�=39C00�037)���98�
walking is perfectly acceptable, as long as you walk long enough and 
often enough. Remember to stand tall while you walk, as this holds your 
%&7�-2�%2(�,)047�83�832)�8,)1�%7�=39�;%0/�%6392(��$39C00�%073�&)�+-:-2+�
your back far more support, which can also help strengthen the muscles 
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there. 30-45 minutes each day, five days a week should be perfect for 
dropping the weight quickly so that your results can show through. 

To make things easier, listen to your favorite music while you walk or 
run, or cardio kickbox. Music makes the time fly and it can really 
energize you, resulting in a better workout. 

At first, getting a little exercise into your daily routine will seem like 
6)%00=�,%6(�;36/��!,%8�+3)7�)74)'-%00=�*36�8,37)�;,3�%6)2C8�97)(�83�
moving around very much. But soon your body will begin to crave it. 
$39C00�238-')�=396�&033(�46)7796)�(6344-2+, your appetite evening out, 
=396�%88-89()�-1463:-2+��=396�)2)6+=�0):)07�-2'6)%7-2+�%2(�=39C00�3*�
'3967)�)2.3=�%00�8,)�;)-+,8�=39C6)�037-2+� 

 

Crunches vs Sit-ups 
 

Some people advocate crunches to get really ripped abs and some say 
that sit-ups are better. !,)�8698,�-7�8,%8�-8�(3)72C8�1%88)6�;,%8�%&(31-2%0�
exercises you do. As long as you put some intensity into them, and you 
*))0�8,)�&962��8,)=�;-00�+-:)�=39�8,)�63'/�,%6(�%&7�=39C6)�;%28-2+� 

 

Reps/Sets 
 

When it comes to reps and sets, do as many as you feel is necessary. 
Remember when I said that your body speaks to you? It will let you 
/23;�;,)2�-8C7�,%(�)239+,���98�1%/)�796)�=39�497,�=3967)0*�%2(�+-:)�-8�
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=396�%00�73�8,%8�=39C6)�238�+-:-2+�94�&)*36)�=39�%'89%00=�+)8�=3967)0*�
working. 

Remember that, in order to exercise your abdominals correctly, you have 
to exercise your side, upper and lower abdominals. You can do this by 
doing side bends, crunches, reverse crunches where you raise your butt 
in the air instead of your shoulders, etc. Those exercises right there will 
give you a great workout that will have your abs showing before you 
know it, as long as you change your lifestyle and follow the rest of my 
advice. 
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To Get A Six Pack 
 

Whether you are doing sit-ups, crunches, side bends, or reverse 
crunches, if y39�;%28�83�+)8�8,)�1378�398�3*�=396�13:)1)287��=39C00�8%/)�
them slowly. For instance, count two seconds up and two seconds down 
;,)2�(3-2+�)%',�6)4)8-8-32���2(�%0;%=7�6)1)1&)6�8,%8�=39C6)�238�8690=�
working your abdominal muscles until you feel the burn. 

Wh%8���1)%2�-7��-*�=39C6)�(3-2+�'692',)7��=39�*))0�=396�%&7�&)+-22-2+�83�
+)8�;%61�%2(�8,)2�8,)=�78%68�83�&962��8,%8C7�;,)2�=396�)<)6'-7)�-7�
;36/-2+���8C7�%8�8,%8�43-28�8,%8�=39�,%:)�83�+3�*36�%7�1%2=�6)47�%7�
possible, past that burn, in order to achieve maximum results.  

To get even better results, whenever you do a movement, try to hold and 
squeeze the muscle before you go back to your starting position. This 
;-00�6)%00=�;36/�8,)�%&7�,%6(�%2(�=39C00�+)8�'6%>=�6)79087� 

 

��#�����
������������� 
 

$39�(32C8�2))(�to join a gym, buy special clothes, or even any 
equipment. You only need to eat the right types of foods, and only when 
=39C6)�,92+6=���3�8,)�%&(31-2%0�)<)6'-7)7�8,6))�36�136)�8-1)7�4)6�
;))/��%2(�1%/)�796)�=39C6)�+)88-2+�731)�/-2(�3*�'%6(-3�8,6))�83�*-:)�
days per week for at least thirty minutes. 

!,%8C7�%00�-8�8%/)7�83�%',-):)�8,)�7-<�4%'/�3*�=396�(6)%17���*�=39�'%2�
keep it up, keep your motivation high, and you can remind yourself 
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constantly of the benefits and perks to getting a ripped midsection, you 
will reach your goal in no time. I guarantee it! 

�3;�+)8�83�;36/�� 332��=39C00�&)�%&0)�83�+3�7,-680)77�;-8,398�*))0-2+�
)1&%66%77)(��=39C00�&)�%&0)�83�)2.3=�&392(0)77�)2)6+=�%2(�'32*-()2')�
%2(�=39C00�&)�%&0)�83�7%=�8,%8�=39�6)%',)(�32)�3*�=396�0-*)C7�+3%07���9t 
first you have to begin. 

!,)�59-'/)6�=39�78%68��8,)�59-'/)6�=39C00�+)8�8,)6)�� 3�;,%8�%6)�=39�
waiting for? 
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away up to five pounds of pure fat every 7 days! Click here to find out more

How to get a ‘Scientifically Beautiful’ physique This simple process can transform 
YOUR BODY into the ‘ADONIS GOLDEN RATIO’ which is SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN to 
be found irresistibly attractive! Click HERE to watch this amazing video to discover 
some very surprising facts now

MAKE MONEY Giving This Book Away
Click HERE to Discover How!!!

REMEMBER TO VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE FREE BOOKS - ENJOY YOUR BOOK!

Click HERE to get More FREE BOOKS like this one!

You may freely distribute or sell this ebook. The content of this book must NOT be edited, changed or 
added to in any way. If you would like to make money giving this book away please click here for details
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